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Color the Classics: The Wizard of Oz
Slightly Mad and Full of Dangers
Travel to the land of Oz with Dorothy and find out
what inspired the forthcoming film blockbuster Oz:
The Great and Powerful
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Adventure Time Mad Libs
An anecdotal biography of Paddy Chayefsky follows
the life, film career, and personal relationships of the
legendary screenwriter, from his humble beginnings
in the Bronx through his three Academy Awards for
Marty, Network, and Hospital.

Toto's Reflections
Big word coming! Big word coming! This collection of
five stories follows the misadventures of a boy named
Cris, who –likes things all in a row,” and his cat, Crat,
who –likes to mix things up.” The two are visited
along the way by the Sprinkle Fairy, who owns a word
factory in Sicily, –where the best words in the world
come from,” and her helpers, the Sprinklers, who
have slipped one big word into each of the small
stories. But donêt worry, kids may wonder who
purloined the missing donut, but they wonêt be
bamboozled by the big words! The Sprinklers give
readers a warning before each big word appears, and
the pronunciation and definition after.

Spencer & Locke
The Land of Oz is given a whole new dimension with
these original die-cut note cards inspired by the
stories of L. Frank Baum. 16 die-cut note cards, 4 of
each design, with 17 envelopes. 5 x 6-5/8 inches

Heritage Comics Auctions, Dallas MAD
Auction Catalog #819
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Collecting the hit mini-series, Spencer & Locke follows
hard-boiled Detective Locke as he investigates a
brutal murder with the strangest of partners -- his
childhood imaginary panther, Spencer. But when they
face brutal gunfights, deadly car chases and
memories of Locke's traumatic youth, can this
unlikely pair survive long enough to find the truth?

The Emerald City of Oz
Becky and her brother use some ingenious clues to
identify the person who stole five children's books
from the town's library.

Wonderful Wizard of Oz
All Things Oz
Dragon lovers will jump at the chance to see what
raising a friendly dragon just might look like in this
hilarious read aloud about a boy and his pet. While
dragons may not be the most traditional of pets, the
boy explains how his dragon, Sparky, would be the
perfect pet and pal. He details tips for how to pick a
dragon, what to do when your dragon misbehaves,
and what NOT to feed them (broccoli). Clever and wry
text paired with bright and comedic illustrations will
make Me and My Dragon a storytime favorite for kids
and adults alike.

Mad Waltzing - A Biography of Jana
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Heller
Mad Game
The Patchwork Girl of Oz by L. Frank Baum is a
children's novel, the seventh in the Oz series.
Characters include the Woozy, Ojo "the Unlucky", Unc
Nunkie, Dr. Pipt, Scraps (the patchwork girl), and
others. The book was first published on July 1, 1913,
with illustrations by John R. Neill. In 1914, Baum
adapted the book to film through his "Oz Film
Manufacturing Company."

Mad as Hell
The Wizard of Oz
A journey through a land where Milo learns the
importance of words and numbers provides a cure for
his boredom.

The Ridiculously Expensive Mad
The worldÂ's greatest team of super heroes can be
found in Justice League Mad LibsÂ®! Featuring all
your favoritesÂ—Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman,
The Flash, Green Lantern, Martian Manhunter, and
Hawkgirl. Justice League Mad LibsÂ® is sure to excite,
entertain, and bring you where these super heroes
have yet to go! With the hit cartoon airing weekday
afternoons on the Cartoon Network, and new episodes
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launching this spring, Mad LibsÂ® and the Justice
League are a perfect match!

Mad Hatter
This is the story of the Mad Men fan phenomenon:
how the show and its fans distinguished themselves in
a market where it’s hard to make an impression, not
unlike the driven ad execs at the center of the show.
In this book, four media psychologists who also just
happen to be dedicated Mad Men fans explore how
the show’s viewers make meaning from fictional
drama. The authors also interviewed several
contemporary advertising industry professionals,
getting their inside view of the business in its modern
guise and what they make of the show’s vision of
their past. The result is cutting-edge psychological
research that crunches and codes online fan
commentary to understand the ways that people use
the show to debate complex social issues, from sex
and alcohol to gender roles, parenting, and
advertising itself. What do the 1960s mean to us
today, and how well does the twenty-first century
measure up against that famously turbulent decade?
Which characters do fans identify with—and which
ones do they love to hate? How would fans unfurl the
Mad Men storylines if they were in charge? What
makes a good man, and has it changed over time?
How should husbands and wives treat each other, and
how should parents treat their children? In answering
these questions, the authors explore not just the
online commentary but also Mad Men fans’ fan fiction,
cosplay, cocktail making, and vintage furniture
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collecting. Whether tweeting as one of the main
characters (or just a lowly mail clerk), setting Peggy
up with the man who’ll treat her right, or figuring out
just which “Mad Man” they are at heart, fans
integrate the show into their lives and use it to make
sense of their own choices in work, leisure, and love.

Lost in Time: A Medieval Adventure
(SpongeBob SquarePants)
Jana Heller is a singer, multi-instrumentalist and
composer who has written over 300 songs including
music for film and TV commercials. "Mad Waltzing"
charts her life from a childhood of both affluence and
adversity in Brentwood, California to her touring with
rock bands and as a solo performer throughout the
United States and Europe, including 15 years living in
London, England. Includes full-colour photographs.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved 18-year-old
Samantha Brown sits in a hand-me-down car with the
keys clutched in her hand. Caught between a
yearning for the unknown and feeling bound by
expectation, she telescopes back to a time before her
world had fallen apart. As she relives her senior year,
we meet Sam’s well-intentioned helicopter mother
Bev and her high school sweetheart of a boyfriend
Adam, but it’s her painfully alive best friend Kelly that
haunts her. Kelly was everything Sam is not –
impetuous and daring. She pushed Sam to break rules
and do the unexpected. When Kelly’s killed in a car
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wreck, Sam loses not only her best friend but also the
part of herself that was learning to be brave. Now,
Sam has to make a decision. Will she follow her
mother’s dreams for her, or will she summon the
courage to drive away from her friends and family
into a future she can’t imagine?

Mad Magic, Wise Guides
A visually stunning rendition of the classic story, The
Wizard of Oz, providing hours of coloring as a
stunning art piece Color the Classics: The Wizard of
Oz is a part of Waves of Color’s “Color the Classics”
line—a collection of books that allows you to color
your favorite literary classics for hours of fun and
relaxation. The Wizard of Oz takes colorists down the
nostalgic yellow brick road, reimagining many of the
story’s beloved characters in Jae-Eun Lee’s whimsical
and highly-detailed illustrations. Enjoy hours of
calming creativity as you re-experience this classic
story like you’ve never seen it before.

Dying Is Easy
The Wizard of Oz FAQ is a fact-filled celebration of the
beloved 1939 fantasy masterpiece starring Judy
Garland. It's all here – from L. Frank Baum and his Oz
novels to the complete background story of the
movie's conception, development, and shoot, with
special attention given to the little-known parade of
uncredited directors, casting difficulties, and on-set
accidents and gaffes, as well as more than 75
sidebars devoted to key cast members, directors, and
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other behind-the-scenes personnel. You'll find a
wealth of fun facts: How MGM overworked Judy
Garland before, during, and after Oz; why director
Victor Fleming had his hands full with the Cowardly
Lion and Dorothy's other friends; what it was about
Toto that really bothered Judy; the physical horrors of
filming in Technicolor; the racial Oz gag that was
scripted but never shot; when the Wicked Witch was
going to be beautiful; why The Wizard of Oz owes a
lot to silent-screen star Mary Pickford; the story of
deleted scenes, and a full two weeks of shooting that
had to be scrapped; why MGM star Mickey Rooney
was part of the movie's traveling publicity blitz; how
the Wicked Witch was literally blown off her
broomstick one day; the place where lions, tigers, and
bears really do live together; singers you hear but
never see; the day MGM fired Judy Garland; and much
more. Just follow the yellow brick road!

Mad Empress of Callisto
"Two of literature's most unforgettable young ladies
get mixed up together in a magical meeting that
produces hilarious results as the audience becomes
reacquainted with a cast of familiar characters and
sees them in a new light: the Cowardly Lion, the
White Rabbit, the Tin Man, the Mad Hatter, the
Scarecrow, the Dormouse, the Queen and the Witch
from those enduring classics The Wizard of Oz and
Alice in Wonderland. This fun-filled romp follows Alice
and Dorothy and their coteries as they try to
unscramble their stories with the help of a
contemporary young lad who started the whole thing
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to begin with when he put off a book report until the
very last minute." --

Wizard of Oz Paper Dolls
From Victor Frankenstein to Dr. Moreau to Doc Brown
in Back to the Future, the scientist has been a
puzzling, fascinating, and threatening presence in
popular culture. From films we have learned that
scientists are either evil maniacal geniuses or
bumbling saviors of society. Mad, Bad and
Dangerous? puts this dichotomy to the test, offering a
wholly engaging yet not uncritical history of the
cinematic portrayal of scientists. Christopher Frayling
traces the genealogy of the scientist in film, showing
how the scientist has often embodied the
predominant anxieties of a particular historical
moment. The fear of nuclear holocaust in the 1950s
gave rise to a rash of radioactive-mutant horror
movies, while the possible dangers of cloning and
biotechnology in the 1990s manifested themselves in
Jurassic Park. During these eras, the scientist's
actions have been viewed through a lens of
fascination and fear. In the past few decades, with
increased public awareness of environmental issues
and of the impact of technology on nature, the
scientist has been transformed once again—into a
villainous agent of money-hungry corporate powers.
Mad, Bad and Dangerous? also examines biographical
depictions of actual scientists, illuminating how they
are often portrayed as social misfits willing to sacrifice
everything to the interests of science. Drawing on
such classic and familiar films as Frankenstein,
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Metropolis, and The Wizard of Oz, Frayling brings
social and film history together to paint a much larger
picture of the evolving value of science and
technology to society. A fascinating study of American
culture and film, Mad, Bad and Dangerous? resurrects
the scientists of late night movies and drive-in
theaters and gives them new life as cultural
talismans.

Who Stole the Wizard of Oz?
Lions and tigers and coloring books, oh my! The
Wizard of Oz Coloring Book lets you bring Dorothy’s
iconic red shoes to life as you color in the black-andwhite original illustrations of award-winning illustrator
Charles Santore! Bring The Wizard of Oz to life in vivid
color! Create your own classic picture book with
colorful illustrations by New York Times #1 bestselling
artist Charles Santore. Bring these stunning, original
black-and-white drawings to life as you color, draw,
and paint your way down the Yellow Brick Road.

The Wizard of Oz
One of the most significant but least understood of
character disorders in individuals is narcissistic
personality disorder, or NPD. In this book, a licensed
marital and family therapist provides a much-needed
overview of NPD, its wide-ranging effects, and
guidelines for dealing with this disorder.

The Mad Scientist Handbook 2
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Tip and his creation, Jack Pumpkin, run away to Oz
where they save the city after it is captured by girls.

The Wizard of Oz Coloring Book
Fill in the blanks with Finn and Jake! This fun
collection is based on the popular Cartoon Network
show. The book features 21 hilarious stories set in the
mystical Land of Ooo that are sure to keep fans
laughing! 5 5/16 x 8 7/16. Consumable.

The Mad Ones
At just 19 years of age, the Los Angeles Lakers' Kobe
Bryant is arguably the youthful sensation of the NBA.
"Mad Game" documents the highs and lows this
future legend's first two NBA seasons. Color photo
insert.

Mad, Bad and Dangerous?
A collection of experiments includes those that can be
performed using ordinary household objects, such as
making a battery from money or a beach ballpowered elevator, plus explanations of why each
works. Original.

The Wizard of Oz FAQ
When moviegoers accompany Dorothy through the
gates of the Emerald City, they may think they have
discovered all there is to see of Oz—but as real
friends of the Wizard know, more lies behind the
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curtain. The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, on which the
1939 film was based, was only the first of 14 Oz
books. Together these works constitute a series rich
in allusions to a broad range of literary traditions,
including fairy tale, myth, epic, the picaresque novel,
and visions of utopia. Reflecting on L. Frank Baum’s
entire series of full-length Oz books, this study
introduces readers to the great folklorist who created
not only Dorothy and friends, but countless wonderful
characters who still await discovery. Close analysis of
each book invites readers to search Baum’s
fascinating stories for meaning and mythical quality.
Progressing chronologically through the canon, the
author discusses literary devices and important
thematic implications in each book, arguing that
Baum wrote for the pleasure of both children and
adults, both to provide entertainment and to teach
moral lessons. Of particular significance is the
argument, sustained over several chapters, that
Baum modeled his Oz books on classic mythical
patterns, rewriting Oz history in nearly every book to
produce a different set of backgrounds and a different
conception of utopia for his imaginary kingdom. This
variety of backgrounds and archetypes gives Baum’s
books a truly universal appeal. Examinations of his
non-Oz books and his other Oz works, such as Little
Wizard Stories of Oz and The Woggle-Bug Book,
illuminate the discussion of the Oz novels.

The Marvelous Land of Oz
The premier American fantasy adventure gets the
Merry Marvel treatment! Eisner Award-winning
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writer/artist Eric Shanower teams up with fan-favorite
artist Skottie Young to bring L. Frank Baum's beloved
classic to life! When Kansas farm girl Dorothy flies
away to the magical Land of Oz, she fatally flattens a
Wicket Witch, liberates a Scarecrow and is hailed by
the Munchkin people as a great sorceressbut all she
really wants to know is: how does she get home?
Wonderful Wizard of Oz (2008) #1-8.

The Wizard of Oz and Other Narcissists
The fourth fantasy in the saga of Jandar of Callisto, a
human stranded on an impossible world, facing a
thousand deadly foes!

Seeing MAD
Hello Kitty Loves Mad Libs is our newest original Mad
Libs, featuring 48 pages of funny stories to fill inon
pink paper, perfect for Valentine's Dayfor only $3.99.
It's the ultimate gift for the Sanrio fan, no matter their
age!

Big Words Small Stories: The Missing
Donut
SpongeBob SquarePants and Patrick were enjoying a
lovely feast at Medieval moments restaurant when
they were chosen to fight in the royal joust. After a
freak accident, SpongeBob and Patrick find
themselves back in medieval times where they are
mistaken for great knights and sent to rescue the
princess from the evil, one-eyed lord's jellyfish
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dragon! Can SpongeBob and Patrick save the
princess? Will they ever return to Bikini Bottom?

The Phantom Tollbooth
Memorably illustrated tale of Dorothy's move to Oz.
Entertaining fantasy introduces the amusingly bizarre
Cuttenclips, Wogglebug, Grand Gallipoot, and the
Flutterbudgets. 105 black-and-white illustrations.

Hello Kitty Loves Mad Libs
Sara Dugan returns to the Arizona town she left as a
young girl only to find the man she once loved more
desireable than ever, but must concentrate only on
the business deal she is about to propose to him.

The Patchwork Girl of Oz Illustrated
“Seeing Mad” is an illustrated volume of scholarly
essays about the popular and influential humor
magazine Mad, with topics ranging across its 65-year
history—up to last summer’s downsizing
announcement that Mad will publish less new material
and will be sold only in comic book shops. Mad
magazine stands near the heart of post-WWII
American humor, but at the periphery in scholarly
recognition from American cultural historians,
including humor specialists. This book fills that gap,
with perceptive, informed, engaging, but also funny
essays by a variety of scholars. The chapters, written
by experts on humor, comics, and popular culture,
cover the genesis of Mad; its editors and prominent
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contributors; its regular features and departments
and standout examples of their contents;
perspectives on its cultural and political significance;
and its enduring legacy in American culture.

Dorothy Meets Alice, Or, The Wizard of
Wonderland
Fantasy and adventure in the fairy land of Ev with
Dorothy, Princess Ozma, a wicked Nome King, an
enchanted royal family, and more. 111 black-andwhite illustrations.

Oz in Perspective
Running with the Big Dogs! In The Wizard of Oz,
Dorothy's Toto was clearly a dog of character. He
knew when to sit still, when to bark, and when to
make a fuss. He was simply a real dog with real
observations about real situations. And the Oz
experience reinforced what his parents taught him as
a small pup: Care deeply. Bark only when necessary
but then, forcefully. Be curious. Express yourself.
Embrace the world and have no fears. The story of
Dorothy's journey to Oz has captivated generations of
children and adults alike since it was first published
by L. Frank Baum in 1900. Dorothy's adventures have
been analyzed from virtually every perspectivepsychological, historical, economic, and the likeexcept from the perspective of the only other
character that was with her every step of the way:
Toto! Dorothy's little dog wrote this book and buried
his manuscript in a can with an old bone on the
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original Gale farmstead. Dr. Fickenscher came upon it
quite accidently and was given the opportunity to edit
Toto's original thoughts on the Leadership Lessons
from The Wizard of Oz, which he now shares with you.
Of course, there are the usual thoughts on
brainpower, heart, and courage, but in this book,
there is much, much more. The many lessons of Oz
will captivate your imagination and, no doubt, serve
as a guide in your quest to become a better leader!
Toto's Reflections will help you contribute to making a
difference in the world, and challenge you to consider
what you can do, starting right now, to make the
world a better place!

Me and My Dragon
Comedy is hard but dying is easy! From New York
Times bestselling author Joe Hill (Locke & Key) comes
this new graphic novel mystery. Meet Syd "Sh*t-Talk"
Homes, a disgraced ex-cop turned bitter stand-up
comic turned possible felon? Carl Dixon is on the
verge of comedy superstardom and he got there the
dirty way: by stealing jokes. He's got a killer act, an
ugly past, and more enemies than punch-lines. So
when someone asks Syd Homes how much it would
cost to have Dixon killed, Syd isn't surprised in the
slightest. But, once he's accused, he's on the run and
it's going to take all of his investigative chops to suss
out the real killer before he gets caught. This crime
thriller by writer Joe Hill and artist Martin Simmonds
follows in the tradition of fair-play mysteries inviting
readers to solve the murder before Syd does!
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Ozma of Oz
Follow the yellow brick road to happiness and wonder
with this charming adult coloring book from! Get
inspired by Oz's land and meet the characters not
only from The Wizard of Oz but some other books
from Mr. Frank Baum. Dorothy and all her friends are
here, waiting for your coloring to bring all of Oz to life.
This book is a new version where drawings have been
sharpened, refined digitally and quality has been
improved. You will find 26 hand made drawings made
by Nora Begona, combined with 17 Vintage
illustrations from the original books and the movie
from 1939

Mad Men Unzipped
L. Frank Baum's ever-popular tale springs to life with
this lively collection of characters. Based on the
original W. W. Denslow art, the dolls include Dorothy,
Toto, and many denizens of Oz.
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